Bone Cold Erica Spindler
Getting the books Bone Cold Erica Spindler now is not type of challenging means. You could not lonely
going later than books deposit or library or borrowing from your contacts to gate them. This is an very
easy means to specifically acquire lead by on-line. This online pronouncement Bone Cold Erica Spindler
can be one of the options to accompany you as soon as having supplementary time.
It will not waste your time. endure me, the e-book will unconditionally manner you extra event to read.
Just invest tiny period to open this on-line broadcast Bone Cold Erica Spindler as capably as evaluation
them wherever you are now.

Dead Run Erica Spindler 2002 When her sister Rachel, a pastor in Key West, mysteriously vanishes, and
two murders occur, both bearing a strange connection to her sister and a serial killer on death row, Liz is
forced to team up with former Miami cop Rick Wells to unearth the dark secrets that lurk beneath the
surface of this seemingly perfect community. 100,000 first printing.
The Other Girl Erica Spindler 2018-09-25 From Erica Spindler, the New York Times bestselling author of
Justice for Sara and The First Wife, comes The Other Girl, a chilling new thriller about a ritualistic murder
of a college professor that sends a small town cop back into the trauma she thought she’d put behind
her. "Explosive.” —Publishers Weekly (starred review) “A fantastic thriller from one of the best in the
genre!” —RT Reviews A horrific crime. One witness—a fifteen year old girl from the wrong side of the
tracks, one known for lying and her own brushes with the law. Is it any surprise no one believed her?
Officer Miranda Rader of the Harmony, Louisiana PD is known for her honesty, integrity, and steady hand
in a crisis—but that wasn’t always so. Miranda comes from the town of Jasper, a place about the size of
a good spit on a hot day, and her side of the tracks was the wrong one. She’s worked hard to earn the
respect of her coworkers and the community. When Miranda and her partner are called to investigate the
murder of one of the town’s most beloved college professors, they’re unprepared for the brutality of the
scene. This murder is unlike any they’ve ever investigated, and just when Miranda thinks she’s seen the
worst of it, she finds a piece of evidence that chills her to the core: a faded newspaper clipping about that
terrible night fifteen years ago. The night she’d buried, along with her past and the girl she’d been back
then. Until now that grave had stayed sealed...except for those times, in the deepest part of the night,
when the nightmares came: of a crime no one believed happened and the screams of the girl they
believed didn’t exist. Then another man turns up dead, this one a retired cop. Not just any cop—the one
who took her statement that night. Two murders, two very different men, two killings that on the surface
had nothing in common—except Miranda.
You Can't Stop Me Max Allan Collins 2010-03-01 "NO ONE CAN TWIST THROUGH A MAZE WITH THE
INTENSITY AND SUSPENSE OF MAX ALLAN COLLINS." --Clive Cussler Smalltown sheriff J.C. Harrow
made headlines when he apprehended a would-be presidential assassin--only to come home that night
and find his wife and son brutally murdered. This tragic twist of fate launched his career as the host of
reality TV's smash-hit, Crime Seen! But while media star Harrow tracks down dangerous criminals coast
to coast--with the help of viewers' tips--a killer with a twisted agenda is making his own bloody path to
fame. . . "A KILLER YARN FROM A MASTER OF SUSPENSE." --James Rollins As the trail of violence
draws closer, Harrow goes off script in a manhunt for the psycho who slaughtered his family. The
cameras are rolling. And all of America is watching--including a serial killer with a very specific target
audience. . .. "Max Allan Collins is masterful. His ability to sustain suspense [is] exceptional." --San Diego
Union-Tribune "Among the finest crime writers working today." --Milwaukee Journal Sentinel
Breakneck Erica Spindler 2010-02-02 The first victim is murdered in his bed. A clean-cut college boy with
no criminal record. Then a second victim is killed in the shower, then a third…each one striking closer to
home for M.C. When loved ones become targets, M.C. must walk a fine line between upholding the law
and taking it into her own hands. At stake is her job, her relationship with Kitt, and possibly, her life. The
key to finding this emotionless killer lies in the stolen computers of his victims—a secret network of false
identities and true evil where no one is who they seem. If M.C. hopes to capture Breakneck, she’ll have

to put her own neck on the line…
The Look-Alike Erica Spindler 2020-01-28 From Erica Spindler, the New York Times bestselling author of
The Other Girl and Justice for Sara comes The Look-Alike, a thrilling psychological drama about a
woman who believes she escaped a brutal murder years ago—but does anyone else believe her? Sienna
Scott grew up in the dark shadow of her mother’s paranoid delusions. Now, she's returned home to
confront her past and the unsolved murder that altered the course of her life. In her mother’s shuttered
house, an old fear that has haunted Sienna for years rears its ugly head—that it was she who had been
the killer’s target that night. And now, with it, a new fear—that the killer not only intended to remedy his
past mistake—he’s already begun. But are these fears any different from the ones that torment her
mother? As the walls close in, the line between truth and lie, reality and delusion disintegrate. Has
Sienna’s worst nightmare come true? Or will she unmask a killer and finally prove she may be her
mother’s look-alike, but she’s not her clone?
Night Jasmine Erica Spindler 1993-08
The First Wife Erica Spindler 2015-02-10 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.'
Lisa Gardner THE OUTSTANDING THRILLER FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ERICA
SPINDLER What have readers been saying about The First Wife? 'This is a must read. Truly outstanding
as always.' Amazon reviewer, 5***** 'A real page turner that kept me guessing throughout.' Amazon
reviewer, 5***** 'Spindler fans should relish this latest release, as should anybody looking for a first class
thriller!' Amazon reviewer, 5***** Perfect for fans of Karin Slaughter and Karen Rose, Erica Spindler is
master of classic crime fiction and the twist you won't see coming. Despite the ten-year age gap and the
differences in their backgrounds, Bailey was meant to be with Logan - she's sure of it. It's natural that
they should marry as soon as they can. But when Logan brings Bailey home to his magnificent estate on
ninety wooded acres, her dreams of happily-ever-after begin to unravel. She can't ignore the rumours
about what happened to Logan's first wife and then when a local woman goes missing, all signs point to
her husband. Has Bailey made a terrible mistake trusting Logan? What happened to his first wife?
Suddenly Bailey is facing an impossible decision: should she believe what everyone is saying, or should
she bet her life on the man she loves, but hardly knows? Praise for Erica Spindler: 'Pulse-pounding, pageturning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa Gardner 'Neat, taut and written with panache that forces you to
turn each page.' Daily Mail 'I can put Spindler on my growing list of favourite crime-fiction authors.'
Evening Standard 'Has enough twists to keep you riveted right to the final page.' Image
Bone Cold Erica Spindler 2003 Twenty-three years after surviving an encounter with a psychopath who
abducted her and then vanished, Anna North lives quietly in New Orleans, until threatening letters, the
disappearance of a friend, and a bizarre murder force Anna to confront her past.
Dead Run Erica Spindler 2011-12-01 "I'm in trouble, Liz. I've uncovered something.… They're
watching.…" That panicked message on her answering machine is the last time Liz Ames hears from her
sister Rachel, pastor of Paradise Christian Church in Key West, Florida. Compelled to uncover the truth
about her sister's disappearance, she heads to Key West. Within hours of her arrival a successful banker
jumps to his death. Then a teenage girl whom Rachel was counseling is found brutally murdered. The
ritualistic style of the killing is hauntingly similar to that used by the notorious "New Testament" serial
killer—now on death row. Could the teen's murder be related to Rachel's disappearance? Is a copycat
killer at work? And why do the police refuse to help? For answers, Liz turns to Rick Wells, a former Miami
cop who worked the fringes of the "New Testament" investigation. Together they peel away layers of
deception to reveal a terrifying adversary—and the unspeakable evil at the heart of this island paradise.
Justice for Sara Erica Spindler 2013-08-06 A decade after being acquitted for her beloved sister's
murder, Katherine McCall receives chilling anonymous letters that compel her to return to her hostile
hometown and team up with Detective Luke Tanner to learn the truth about what happened. By the bestselling author of Last Known Victim. 75,000 first printing.
First Wife Erica Spindler 2016-08-02 A FAIRY-TALE BEGINNING. All her life, Bailey Browne dreamed of
a storybook rescue: a knight in shining armor swooping in to bring her and her mother to a better life.
Then, suddenly, there he is: handsome, wonderful Logan Abbott. Despite their ten-year difference age,
Bailey's working-class upbringing and his of privilege, they fall deeply in love. Marriage quickly follows. A
PAST THAT WON'T STAY BURIED. But when Logan brings her home to his family's stately horse farm
in Louisiana, Bailey's dreams of happily-ever-after begin to unravel. A tragic family history she knew
nothing about surfaces, plus there are whisperings about the disappearance of Logan's first wife...and
rumors about other women from the area who have gone missing. When yet another woman
mysteriously vanishes, all signs point to Logan's involvement. Bailey wants to ignore the gossip but even

she can't ignore the mounting evidence against her husband. Ultimately, it's up to Bailey to make a
desperate choice: believe what everyone says--or bet her life on the man she loves...but who she still
doesn't really know. From the author of Justice for Sara, Erica Spindler's The First Wife is a thrilling new
novel that will have you gasping on every page. "[A] heated romantic thriller...strong personalities make
for some wonderfully tense revelations."--Publishers Weekly
Abduction Robin Cook 2014-09-11 The world's bestselling master of the medical thriller, Robin Cook
skillfully combines human drama and high-tech thrills with the latest breakthroughs and controversies of
modern medicine. In Abduction, a mysterious transmission from the bottom of the Atlantic Ocean leads a
crew of oceanographers and divers to a phenomenon beyond scientific understanding – a discovery that
will change everything we know about life on Earth . . .
Apple Confidential 2.0 Owen W. Linzmayer 2004 Chronicles the best and the worst of Apple Computer's
remarkable story.
All Fall Down Erica Spindler 2011-09-01 Murder? Or justice...? Men are dying unexpectedly in Charlotte,
North Carolina – all victims of bizarre accidents. Or so it seems, until Detective Melanie May realises
these men had something in common: they all slipped through the fingers of the justice system, accused
of abuse but allowed to walk free.
Blood Vines Erica Spindler 2010-04-15 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa
Gardner THE OUTSTANDING THRILLER FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ERICA SPINDLER
What have readers been saying about Blood Vines? 'If you want a superb thriller this is the one to buy.'
Amazon reviewer, 5***** 'Ms Spindler is up there with the best.' Amazon reviewer, 5***** 'Fantastic
characters and a twisty turny storyline!' Amazon reviewer, 5***** Perfect for fans of Karin Slaughter and
Karen Rose, Erica Spindler is master of classic crime fiction and the twist you won't see coming. Alex
Owens knows very little about her childhood or who she really is - her only family an absent, emotionally
fragile mother. Alex has always felt something was missing and has spent most of her life searching for
what that could be. When an infant's remains are unearthed, Alex realises she has a connection to the
case. Suddenly long-lost memories start flooding in, leading her back to a small town in California and to
dark and terrifying nightmares that haunt her every waking moment. Greeted with silence and suspicion,
Alex is determined to get to the heart of a secret no one wants to see uncovered. As violent deaths and a
series of pagan rituals terrify the tightly-knit community, Alex is forced to confront the terrible truth about a
single night that changed her family's lives for ever... Praise for Erica Spindler: 'Pulse-pounding, pageturning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa Gardner 'Neat, taut and written with panache that forces you to
turn each page.' Daily Mail 'I can put Spindler on my growing list of favourite crime-fiction authors.'
Evening Standard 'Has enough twists to keep you riveted right to the final page.' Image
Shocking Pink Erica Spindler 2011-09-01 I spy...murder... The mysterious lovers the three girls spied on
were engaged in a deadly sexual game. No one else was supposed to know – especially not Andie and
her friends. But curiosity can become obsession. Now, years later, someone is watching Andie.
The Other Girl Erica Spindler 2018-05-03 'Pulse-pounding, page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.'
Lisa Gardner THE OUTSTANDING NEW THRILLER FROM NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER ERICA
SPINDLER What have readers been saying about The Other Girl? 'Spellbinding.' 5***** 'Looking for
something that will keep your attention until the very end? This is your next book!' 5***** 'A chilling and
unputdownable taut crime suspense thriller - her best yet!' 5***** 'Excellent twist with a bittersweet
ending. I highly recommend this fast pace thriller.' 5***** Perfect for fans of Karin Slaughter and Karen
Rose, Erica Spindler is master of classic crime fiction and the twist you won't see coming. A horrific crime
with one witness: a fifteen year old girl from the wrong side of the tracks, one known for lying and her
own brushes with the law. Is it any surprise no one believed her? Officer Miranda Rader has worked hard
to earn the respect of her co-workers and the community, and is known for her honesty and integrity. But
that wasn't always so. She grew up on the wrong side of the tracks in a small town that didn't believe she
could change, and she's spent fifteen years trying to forget about her past. When Miranda and her
partner are called to investigate the murder of one of the town's most beloved college professors, they're
unprepared for the brutality of the scene. Just when Miranda thinks she's seen the worst of it, she finds a
piece of evidence that chills her to the core: a faded newspaper clipping about a terrible night fifteen
years ago. The night she'd buried, along with the girl she'd been back then, and until now that grave had
stayed sealed. Then another man turns up dead, this one a retired cop. Not just any cop: the one who
took her statement that night. Two murders, two very different men, two killings that on the surface have
nothing in common. Except Miranda. The outstanding new thriller from New York Times bestselling
author Erica Spindler, The Other Girlis a chilling novel about a ritualistic murder that sends a small town

cop back into the trauma she thought she'd put behind her. Praise for Erica Spindler: 'Pulse-pounding,
page-turning, absolutely can't put it down.' Lisa Gardner 'Neat, taut and written with panache that forces
you to turn each page.' Daily Mail 'I can put Spindler on my growing list of favourite crime-fiction authors.'
Evening Standard 'Has enough twists to keep you riveted right to the final page.' Image
Bone Cold Erica Spindler 2011-01-01 Twenty-three years ago Anna North survived a living nightmare.
Shocking Pink Erica Spindler 2002 Thriller.
Cause For Alarm Erica Spindler 2009-01-01 Nineteen-year-old Julianna Starr has chosen Kate and
Richard to be more than the parents of her child.
All Fall Down Erica Spindler 2005 Four bone-chilling thrillers by "New York Times" bestselling author
Erica Spindler are now available in these repackaged, specially priced editions.
Slices of Night Alex Kava 2014-02-13 A psychopath flies under the radar, moving from city to city,
preying on the lost and forgotten. Three investigators - Detective Stacy Killian from the New Orleans
P.D., Nashville Homicide Lieutenant Taylor Jackson, and FBI profiler Maggie O'Dell - collaborate to catch
the killer. But can they succeed when he has slipped through the grasp of so many others? From three of
today's most acclaimed thriller writers, Slices of Night offers readers a sneak peek into the lives of three
very different investigators, in three very different settings, as they hunt for a killer who's able to
disappear into the night.
Blood Vines Erica Spindler 2010-03-02 In this bare-knuckled adrenaline ride from New York Times
bestselling author Erica Spindler, Alex Clarkson’s worst nightmares are about to come true… A sinister,
hooded figure… When Alexandra Clarkson starts having terrifying visions filled with blood and
ceremonial images, she tries to find a rational explanation – maybe her mind is playing tricks on her,
resurrecting creepy tableaux from her research on religious ceremonies and sects. But when Alex’s
mother, Patsy, commits suicide without leaving behind any information, Alex is left wondering: could she
be haunted by something from the childhood she doesn’t remember? Naked, writhing bodies… Detective
Daniel Reed was the last person to speak to Patsy. What he reveals to Alex is shocking. Twenty-five
years earlier, Patsy was married to Harlan Sommer, one of Sonoma County’s most prominent vintners,
when their infant son disappeared without a trace. The loss destroyed the Sommers’ marriage, causing
Patsy to leave and take Alex with her. A dead child… Called on to investigate the identity of a baby’s
remains unearthed in a Sonoma vineyard, Reed had picked up a trail that led him to Patsy in San
Francisco. Now Reed and Alex both wonder if the cold bones could be her baby brother Dylan, and Alex
decides to accompany Reed back to Sonoma for the investigation. No sooner does she arrive, however,
than she is drawn deep into the search for a twisted killer…
In Silence Erica Spindler 2011-09-01 Journalist Avery Chauvin is devastated when she receives word of
her father's suicide. How could her father, a dedicated physician, have taken his own life? That he set
himself on fire is unfathomable.
Killer Takes All Erica Spindler 2006 When a friend is found murdered in her New Orleans apartment,
Stacy Killian, a former Dallas homicide detective, suspects that the killing could be related to a violent
fantasy role-playing game called White Rabbit. Reprint.
Last Known Victim Erica Spindler 2008-04-01 Captain Patti O'Shay, a by-the-books cop, is assigned to
the case. But with the evidence lost to time and the elements, the heinous incident goes unsolved. The
perpetrator, known only as "The Handyman," remains at large. Two years later Patti is still haunted by
her own personal tragedy—her husband and fellow police captain was murdered in the post-storm chaos.
But when a female victim missing her right hand is unearthed, Patti prepares to return to The Handyman
investigation. She is unprepared, however, for what she finds at the crime scene—the victim's bones
beside her husband's police badge. Casting aside all the rules, Patti is fearless in her quest to find the
truth…because if she isn't, she could become The Handyman's last known victim.
The Look-Alike Erica Spindler 2020-01-28 From Erica Spindler, the New York Times bestselling author of
The Other Girl and Justice for Sara comes The Look-Alike, a thrilling psychological drama about a
woman who believes she escaped a brutal murder years ago—but does anyone else believe her? Sienna
Scott grew up in the dark shadow of her mother’s paranoid delusions. Now, she's returned home to
confront her past and the unsolved murder that altered the course of her life. In her mother’s shuttered
house, an old fear that has haunted Sienna for years rears its ugly head—that it was she who had been
the killer’s target that night. And now, with it, a new fear—that the killer not only intended to remedy his
past mistake—he’s already begun. But are these fears any different from the ones that torment her
mother? As the walls close in, the line between truth and lie, reality and delusion disintegrate. Has
Sienna’s worst nightmare come true? Or will she unmask a killer and finally prove she may be her

mother’s look-alike, but she’s not her clone?
Manna from Heaven Karen Robards 2012-06-26 Danger and desire ignite when Charlotte Bates drives
straight into a DEA agent's hot pursuit of a drug smuggler. But when the lawman takes Charlie hostage,
an electrifying adventure begins....
Copycat Erica Spindler 2011-09-01 Five years ago, three young victims were found murdered, posed like
little angels. No witnesses, no evidence left behind.
Forbidden Fruit Erica Spindler 2010-01-01 Lead us not into temptation...
Justice for Sara Erica Spindler 2014-02-25 A WOMAN DETERMINED TO UNCOVER THE TRUTH
ABOUT HER PAST. When rebellious seventeen-year-old Katherine McCall awakened one morning to
find her sister, Sara, viciously murdered, her whole life changed in the blink of an eye. Kat was named
the prime suspect, charged, and tried--and found innocent. But not everyone agreed with the verdict, and
Kat's only choice was to leave her family behind and go into hiding. She carried a dark secret with her for
years...until, on the tenth anniversary of Sara's death, Kat receives an anonymous letter that reads: What
about justice for Sara? A KILLER WHO WILL STOP AT NOTHING TO KEEP THE TRUTH BURIED...
When Kat returns to her Louisiana hometown to investigate the days surrounding Sara's death she
learns that the cost of justice may be too high. The murderer, who seems to have never left Liberty, is on
her trail. In a place filled suspicion and secrets, Kat has only one ally: Sergeant Luke Tanner. He is the
son of Liberty's former police chief, the very man who led the rush to judgment against her. With no one
to trust and a killer fighting to keep a dark secret from coming to light, Kat must decide if justice is worth
fighting--or dying--for. "Spindler's [novels] boast fast-paced action and emotional tension...for readers
who like to keep guessing all the way to the end."--RT Book Reviews
Don't Look Back Erica Spindler 2013-08-06 'I don't know why you came back to Liberty, Ms. McCall, but
little towns have long memories. People don't forget. You'd be wise to keep that in mind.' Some secrets
won't stay buried . . . Ten years ago, Kat McCall left her home town in Louisiana after being accused of
murdering her sister. Now, despite the fact there are those in the town who are still convinced of her guilt,
she has returned, determined to unearth the real killer. With the help of police officer Luke Tanner, Kat
starts to get to the truth about who really killed her sister, but there are plenty of people who don't like her
digging up secrets from the past... Utterly gripping and compulsively readable, Don't Look Back is the
sensational new thriller from internationally bestselling author Erica Spindler.
The First Wife Erica Spindler 2015-05-01 "An idealistic young woman marries a man she barely knows
only to discover his first wife disappeared under mysterious circumstances"-A Winter's Rose Erica Spindler 1993
Fortune Erica Spindler 2012-09-17 A mother's ultimate sacrifice… A brother's dark obsession… And one
woman's desperate fight for survival… Something dark and dangerous had long shadowed Skye
Dearborn's life. She had seen the fear of it in her mother's eyes. It was there, locked in her memories of
blood spilling across a gleaming floor. In the sound of her own screams. And in the terror she'd felt the
night her mother disappeared. Then fortune smiled on Skye. With help she was able to put the horror
behind her and look to the future. But now that same fortune is leading her into the arms of danger—and
back into the nightmare of her past. For the evil that has haunted her dreams has a human form—a man
obsessed with Skye since her birth. A man who alone knows who Skye Dearborn really is. And now that
he has found her, he will do anything to keep her.
See Jane Die Erica Spindler 2004 Coming in June from Erica Spindler, the "USA Today" bestselling
author of "Bone Cold" and "Dead Run." Years ago, a young woman escaped death in a boating accident.
Now, 15 years later, danger is all around her again, only this time someone is determined to "See Jane
Die."
Fortune Erica Spindler 2002 Longing to unlock the secrets of her past, be reunited with her mother, and
make her tormentor pay, Skye Dearborn is hunted down by the twisted man who had never stopped
searching for her after she escaped him. Reissue.
Cause for Alarm Erica Spindler 1999 When Julianna Starr selects Kate and Richard Ryan to be the
parents of her unborn child, she opens the door to a nightmare. Julianna sees Richard as her fantasy
man and begins to stalk the couple. She molds herself in Kate's image and insinuates herself into
Richard's life, determined to tear their marriage apart. Unspeakable evil follows Julianna and now no one
is safe--not even an innocent child. (May) Copyright © Libri GmbH. All rights reserved.
Watch Me Die Erica Spindler 2012-02-28 Stained-glass artist Mira Gallier finds her perfect life unraveling
when she begins seeing evidence that her believed-dead husband is still alive and is framed for her

assistant's murder.
Copycat Erica Spindler 2007-09-01 Five years ago, three young victims were found murdered, posed like
little angels. No witnesses, no evidence left behind. The Sleeping Angel Killer called his despicable acts
'the perfect crimes.' The case nearly destroyed homicide detective Kitt Lundgren's career— because she
let the killer get away. Now the Sleeping Angel Killer is back. But Kitt notices something different about
this new rash of killings— a tiny variation that suggests a copycat killer may be re-creating the original
'perfect crimes.' Then the unthinkable happens. The Sleeping Angel Killer himself approaches Kitt with a
bizarre offer: he will help her catch his copycat. Kitt must decide whether to place her trust in a
murderer—or risk falling victim to a fiend who has taken the art of the perfect murder to horrific new
heights.
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